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at dad’s desk
the fountain pen
just where he left me

 Michele Root-Bernstein

ghost nebula
the shape-shifting
of autumn rain

 Angela Terry
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waves and particles
the ambiguity
of spring
 
 J. Zimmerman

midnight meditation
the patterns of
inner stars

 Michael Sheffield

rattlesnake grass
the trail opens up
to sky

 Karina M. Young

faint honks of high geese . . .
     the blush of pigeonberry
          speckling the hollow

 Nagori
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summer fog
skyscrapers drift
toward the sea

  Joseph Robello

a pair of swans
dip their heads in unison—
gathering storm
 
 John Thompson

a blizzard
of cottonwood seeds
her three words
  Victor Ortiz

clay woman—
the formation of
thunder

 pjm
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prairie sky—
not even a raven
disturbs the blue
 
 Steve Tabb

keepsake letters—
light filtering through
the understory

 Michele Root-Bernstein

shadows
in the tide pool
how deep the shallows

 Mark Hollingsworth

blackout
wild daisies scatter
the light

 Debbie Strange
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bookcase
she rearranges
my rearrangement

 Gregory Longenecker

summer fair
our dog retrieves
a lost boy

 Debbie Strange

all night exploring syntactic inclusions
 
  Bill Cooper

some go on forever wallflowers

 Beverly Acuff Momoi
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scrambling
up the scree
goat moon

 Dyana Basist

first autumn rain
the tortoise shell
brightens

 Dyana Basist

waves breaking
the rules
closed dusk to dawn

 thomasjohnwellsmiller

farmer’s market
the sales pitch
of an open pomegranate

 Susan Antolin
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end of the drought—
a black phoebe visits
the rain-filled pool

        Janis Albright Lukstein

morning burial . . .
a child shows me
a perfect pebble 
 
 paul m.

all the guns
he can no longer hold—
my father’s hands

 Renée Owen

canned peaches
I ask a few questions
about embalming

 Robert Epstein
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streetlight flickering an old guilt 
 
 Chuck Brickley

insides spilling
from the dumpling
farewell dinner

  Susan Antolin

frozen marsh—
how animal tracks converge
at the spring

 Mike Stinson

the words
that just won’t come
winter trees
 
 Karina M. Young
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it came with the house—
the winter honeysuckle
and all of its bees

 Nagori

oak leaf frozen to the sidewalk a celibate life

 Lee Gurga

hazy light
the scent of sweetgrass
in an old cardigan

 Lesley Anne Swanson

twisted oaks—
will I outlive
my brother?

 Sarah Paris
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owl duet shaping the morning darkness

 Cherie Hunter Day

snow
widow
window 
 
 Lee Gurga

Winter rain
what’s left of the scarecrow
still on its cross
 
 Garry Gay

mudslide—
a little girl clings
to her comfort bear

 William Scott Galasso
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morning fog
a bison herd merging
emerging

 Brad Bennett

his office party
I gravitate towards
the silent partners

 Johana West

highest I’ll ever be the sky unfolds into clouds and peaks

 Bruce H. Feingold

Pi Day—
dividing the heirlooms equally
impossible

 pjm
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alternating thumbs—
the bit of string
in a sparrow’s beak
 
 James Chessing

spring wind
the bus driver whistles
you are my sunshine

 Stephanie Baker

orange blossoms
no problem that can’t wait
until tomorrow

 James Chessing

almond blossoms—
a rogue breeze flirts
with the bride’s veil

 Christine Horner
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wisteria
i add a curlicue
to my signature

  Kath Abela Wilson

springtime liars lawyering up

 Cherie Hunter Day

filling
the birdfeeders
a song in hand
 
 Bill Gottlieb

what would it hurt
to open the door
windflowers

 Mimi Ahern
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windy beach—
my first sand dollar
and then a hundred

 Michael Dylan Welch

sold-out stadium
our team wins
the coin toss

 Deborah P Kolodji

summer vacation—
on a first-name basis
with strangers

 Billie Wilson

Neap tide
a bikini top
floats ashore

 Garry Gay
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Mother’s Back

Garry Gay
Michael Dylan Welch
 
broken string—
the floor covered
with worry beads 
 
      a chain letter
      tossed into the trash
 
snapped apart . . .
I get the wishbone’s 
short end
 
      last date—
      we split our chopsticks
      in silence
 
she studies herself
in the cracked mirror 

      rain splatters
      the uneven sidewalk—
      I break my mother’s back

Sassafras Snap

Angela Terry
Julie Warther
 
in the cattails
at the edge of the marsh
a blackbird’s song 
 
      a response from what surely
      must be my soul
 
as if in a dream
the high notes of
memory
 
      through a hole
      in the clouds
      familiar stars
 
a barred owl’s call
just before sunrise 

      sassafras branch
      in a snap
      I’m home
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a fig
in each beak
summer flies away
           
 Michèle Boyle Turchi

the allure
of unfolding petals . . .
dog days of august

 Judith Morrison Schallberger

Tree branch swing—
Between a child’s try
And the sky

 Maxine Grodjinsky

sanctuary
the monarchs’
folded wings

 Jeff Hoagland
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honk . . . honk . . . honk
a lone goose
adrift in the flyway

 Elizabeth Howard

vote tallies
the mid-morning shadows
of criss-crossing fronds

 Bill Cooper

shut milkweed pod
the sucking sound
of trail mud

 paul m.

threading
the eye of a needle
autumn deepens
 
 Fay Aoyagi
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prison infirmary still a copay

 Mark Teaford

a dusting of snow
in the pecan bottom
a gray fox

 Johnnie Johnson Hafernik

hospice
varying lengths of shadow

fill her room

 Gary Hotham

no more clean underwear winter rain

 Stephanie Baker
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Journey in Blue

hound’s tongue
the snail travels
the length of it    Garry Gay

         the runner’s spandex
         a blue dream   Claire Gallagher

field of lupine
a father and son
pedaling bikes    Fay Aoyagi

manzanita
arching over the path—
pieces of sky    David Noble

          reaching for the next fence post
          evening glories   Bruce Kennedy

first falling leaves—
the pool sweep
escapes from a corner   Michael Dylan Welch

This rengay was written 28 April 2002 in Santa Rosa, California. According to 
Michael Dylan Welch, this may be the first six-person rengay ever written.
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late summer grasses
dozens of pronghorn hide
in plain view
the things I practice to see
and those I ignore

 Cherie Hunter Day

on your plate
tamales in corn husks
holding steam
you start to unravel
tension between us

 J Hahn Doleman

When autumn hurts
I count red leaves, yellow leaves,
and the few green leaves
that have not yet learned
how time races by
 
 J. Zimmerman
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so long since she’s gone
I reach into another box
of her things
blue ink on an envelope
with my name
 
 Kath Abela Wilson

Long thrown kelp
suspended in air
a loop for each decade
of his transient art
his ephemeral life
 
 J. Zimmerman

he guides the canoe
to the middle of the lake,
the part-time poet
and pretend fisherman,
to wait for a shooting star

 James Chessing
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Grace – pjm

The kitchen is overrun with loiterers saying long good-byes; the  
counters are filled with plates of twenty or so, stacked haphazardly, 
while trays of left-over canapes and empty glassware crowd the stove 
and sink. Amid the pandemonium Kiyoko quietly empties one of the 
sinks and clears a small space where she lays out a clean white dish-
towel. She fills a pan with warm soapy water and begins washing the 
silverware, one piece at a time, carefully rinsing it and laying it in a 
neat row next to the other silver that she has already cleaned. With the 
fluid ease of a dancer she dips and rinses and dries until the chore is 
done.
 
 revolution
 of a calla lily—
 the shape of prayer

Without Instructions – Carolyne Rohrig

There was no manual to survive my mother’s death and the caregiving 
of my father. Both should have died in the plane crash that morning, 
but God spared Father. My sister and I had no one else.

 snowstorm
 a deer vanishes
 around the bend
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Between Falling Away & Arising – Renée Owen

A half-breed Siamese, white with pale brown markings, crossed blue 
eyes and a kinked tail, hovers motionless by a hole in the dirt behind 
our old Gravenstein apple tree. At a rustle of grass, he pounces, then 
retreats without his prey. Over the long afternoon hours, the cat sits 
and stares, not moving. Until, with a satisfied leap, he drags a small  
gopher from its hole and bats it about. Playful at first then ferocious, 
he bites the ball of fur. So hard to watch. Like our own catapulting 
towards disaster.

 nightfall
 the glow of hot spots
 inside burned homes

Neuroanatomy Lesson - J Hahn Doleman

We file into the brain dissection lab where the cadaver lies covered on 
a metal table. The instructor produces an electric drill fitted with a  
circular blade, flips back the blue plastic, and reminds us to be respect-
ful, that the cadaver is a human being with a family and a past, some-
one like us, who cared enough about learning to make this generous 
donation. As the drill whirs to life I think of my grandparents who 
never went to college, yet possessed an encyclopedic familiarity of 
things not taught in school.

 sagittal cut
 out of each hemisphere
 new horizons
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2018 San Francisco International Competition 
Haiku, Senryu, and Tanka

Haiku selected by Lee Gurga

First Place  

such young men shooting stars

 Frank Hooven

Second Place 

first awake a lake of mist 

 John Stevenson

Third Place

whale spouts
this thin line of hope
migrating north

 Renée Owen
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Haiku Honorable Mentions

dusk
to darkness
meadow to woods  
 John Stevenson

fading light
ripples of a sail
become the sea
 Seren Fargo

terns
chasing terns
the perpetual surf
 Brad Bennett

White Christmas
   my shadow
      kind of blue
 Scott Mason

cornbread
and a cup of cider
autumn equinox
 John Stevenson
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Senryu selected by Christopher Herold

First Place

my father and I
a puzzle we’ve done
before

 Peter Newton

Second Place

old pond one splash after another

 John Stevenson
 

Third Place 

labyrinth i walk into and out of myself 

 Debbie Strange
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Senryu Honorable Mentions

stayin’ alive
the groom’s parents revive
their disco moves    

 Bruce Feingold

all the king’s horses accepting my new normal

 Julie Warther

new doctor
I evaluate his care
of waiting room plants

 Susan Antolin
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Tanka selected by Kenneth Slaughter

First Place 

the wind strokes
willow’s messages across
the scum covered pond
. . . inscribed in shriveled skin
       all the times you touched me

 Linda Jeanette Ward

    Second Place

    a star tortoise
    carries the universe
    on its back . . . 
    are we slowly moving
    away from each other

     Debbie Strange
Third Place

small embers
of rose hips in snow . . . 
the look
in mother’s vacant eyes
so hard to define

 Debbie Strange
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Tanka Honorable Mentions

will I ever
belong . . .
the squirrel
at the birdfeeder
hungry too

 Susan Burch

with light
from the near side of death
I reassemble
my Picasso pieces
to find who I really was 

 Linda Jeanette Ward
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Submission Guidelines

Mariposa is the membership journal of the Haiku Poets of North-
ern California. The print publication features haiku and senryu, as well 
as tanka, haibun, short linked verse, and brief articles related to these 
poetic forms. Submissions for the twice-yearly issues are due in-hand 
March 1 and September 1. For information on becoming a member 
please see the HPNC website at: <www.hpnc.org>.

All work must be the author’s original work, not previously published 
or currently under consideration at another journal or contest. Please 
no simultaneous submissions. Work that has already appeared on web-
based journals, personal websites and blogs, as well as social media 
websites is considered published.  

Send submission of 5 to 15 haiku/senryu/tanka, plus haibun and linked 
verse, in the body of a single e-mail (no attachments) to the editor at 
<mariposaeditor@gmail.com>, or by regular mail to: Carolyn Hall, 122 
Calistoga Road #135, Santa Rosa CA 95409. Submission by e-mail is 
preferred. Postal submissions should include an SASE for notification. 
Selections are based on merit. Acceptances/rejections will be sent out 
shortly after the deadline.
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